
 
 
 
 

Questions for Wednesday, 10th April 2019 
 

Set by: IT 
  

Question Reader: All parts of the answer shown in Bold Face are required. Parts shown in ordinary type are not 
essential, but if given incorrectly will mean that the answer is wrong; for example, if the answer shown is “Tom 
Watson”, “Watson” would be a correct answer, but “John Watson” would be incorrect. Parts shown in italics 
are purely explanatory and are not required. If the answer offered is incomplete (for example, “Roosevelt” for 
“Theodore Roosevelt”), you may, at your discretion, ask the person answering to expand the answer. 

In the event of any problem, three spare questions can be found on the final sheet. 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

When you are ready to start reading the questions, proceed to the next page 
Press Page Up or Page Down to move between rounds (or half-rounds for team questions) 

 
 

  



Individual Round 1 
 
 

1. Meaning an incidental benefit of employment, ‘perk’ is an abbreviated form of which 
word? 

Perquisite 

2. In which London Park was The Crystal Palace originally erected? Hyde Park 

3. What name connects the deepest point in the Mediterranean, a nymph in Greek 
mythology, and the oceanographic research ship of Jacques-Yves Cousteau? 

Calypso 

4. What links the soap-opera characters Harold Bishop, Bobby Ewing, Nick Cotton, and Dennis 
Watts? 

Brought/came back from the 
dead (or words to that effect) 

5. The Marcia Blane School for Girls is the principal setting of which 20th-century novel? The Prime of Miss Jean Brodie 

6. Which animal provides the hair for the wigs worn by lawyers in British courts? Horse 

7. How many towns are there in the county of Rutland? Two (Oakham & Uppingham) 

8. Which comedian and actor created the character Alf Ippititimus, noted for his muscular 
tics? 

Jack Douglas 

9. Which is the westernmost city on the island of Great Britain? St Davids or Tyddewi 

10. What is six divided by two-thirds? Nine 

 



Team Round 2 
1. Quiz Shows   

a) Which quiz-show host is associated with the catchphrase, ‘Well done if you got that at 
home’? 

Richard Osman 

b) Which of the Eggheads was known as ‘Jorkins’ when he acted as the adjudicator for Brain of 
Britain? 

Kevin Ashman 

c) Which of the Chasers has adopted the catchphrase, ‘After all, it’s just another day at the 
office’? 

Shaun Wallace 

2. Voices Over  
a) Who provided the speaking voice for Jessica Rabbit in Who Framed Roger Rabbit? Kathleen Turner 

b) In the classic 1973 horror film The Wicker Man, whose speaking parts were dubbed by 
actress and jazz singer Annie Ross? 

Britt Ekland 

c) Which member of the Four Tops provided the voice of the alien plant Audrey II in the 1986 
musical comedy film Little Shop of Horrors? 

Levi Stubbs 

3. Fashion Statement  
a) In December 2018, Ray Kelvin was forced to stand down as CEO of which luxury clothing 

company for allegedly hugging employees in an inappropriate manner? 
Ted Baker 

b) In 2007, who launched the denim fashion label dvb Style? Victoria Beckham 

c) Recognisable for his signature white hair, black sunglasses, fingerless gloves and starched 
collars, which noted fashion designer died in February 2019? 

Karl Lagerfeld 

4. Business Matters  
a) In 1997, a $150-million-dollar investment from Microsoft prevented the bankruptcy of which 

company? 
Apple 

b) According to the Deloitte Football Money League’s January 2019 report, which is currently 
the world’s richest football club? 

Real Madrid 

c) Which messaging service and app was acquired by Facebook for $19.3 billion in 2015, and 
currently has over one-and-a-half billion users? 

WhatsApp 



Team Round 2 (Continued) 
5. Classical Music  

a) The premiere of Olivier Messiaen’s 1941 chamber piece Quartet for the End of Time took 
place in what type of establishment? 

Prisoner-of-war or POW camp [or 
Stalag (VIII-A)] 

b) Which Estonian composer of religious and classical music has, since 2011, been the most 
widely performed living composer in the world? 

Arvo Pärt 

c) Who conducted Mr Bean and the London Symphony Orchestra in their performance of the 
theme from Chariots of Fire in the opening ceremony of the London 2012 Olympic Games? 

Sir Simon Rattle 

6. European Geography  
a) What is the official language of Andorra? Catalan 

b) Which small peninsula was formerly named ‘Jebel Tariq’, meaning ‘Mount of Tariq’? Gibraltar 

c) Which capital city stands on the River Rhine? Vaduz (Liechtenstein) 

7. Science Assortment  
a) In humans, the bicuspid teeth are more commonly known by what name? Premolar(s) 

b) What substance is converted directly from a solid to a gas on warming above minus 78.5 
degrees Celsius at atmospheric pressure? 

Carbon dioxide (accept dry ice) 

c) What is the most common manifestation of the physical phenomenon known as Rayleigh 
scattering? 

Blue(ness of the) Sky 

8. Portmanteau Words  
a) According to the OED, which all-too-familiar portmanteau word made its first appearance in 

a blog post from Peter Wilding on 15th May 2012? 
Brexit 

b) Which portmanteau word is used for a pricing strategy in which goods or services are 
provided without charge, but a charge is made for additional features or services? 

Freemium 

c) ‘Botox’ is a portmanteau form of which two words? Botulinum (or botulism) toxin 



Individual Round 3 
 
 

1. Barnacle Bill is the theme tune of which long-running television series? Blue Peter 

2. The TV crime series Vera and Shetland are both based on characters created by which 
author, not to be confused with a wife of Henry VIII? 

Anne Cleeves 

3. Caroline Quentin, Julia Sawalha, Sarah Alexander, and Sheridan Smith have all played 
companions to which TV detective?  

Jonathan Creek 

4. Kind of Blue, Sketches of Spain, and Bitches Brew are albums by which jazz musician? Miles Davis 

5. In which city are the headquarters of the European Central Bank? Frankfurt (am Main) 

6. Before the terrible winter of 1780, which animals grazed on an island in the middle of 
Niagara Falls? 

Goats (Goat Island) 

7. What insect-related name is given to the light filmy crust of tartar that sometimes forms on 
port or other wines? 

Beeswing 

8. What type of window has a name derived from the Old French for ‘to sleep’? Dormer 

9. Which Chancellor of the Exchequer died in office one month after the election of the Heath 
Government in 1970? 

Iain Macleod 

10. According to Irish legend, who built the Giant’s Causeway? Finn McCool or Fionn mac 
Cumhaill 

 



Team Round 4 
1. Pot Hunting  

a) Against which team do Australia compete for the Chappell–Hadlee Trophy in One-Day 
International cricket? 

New Zealand 

b) In rugby union, Scotland and Wales now compete for a cup named in honour which former 
Scottish lock forward who has been diagnosed with motor neuron disease? 

‘Doddie’ (or George) Weir 

c) The Wanamaker Trophy is awarded to the winner of which annual golf championship? US PGA 

2. Genre Busters  
a) An award-winning author of historical romances, Madeleine Brent was a pen-name of Peter 

O’Donnell, better known as the creator of which cartoon-strip action heroine? 
Modesty Blaise 

b) Better known as the author of Flaubert’s Parrot and the Booker Prize-winning A Sense of an 
Ending, who writes crime fiction under the pen name Dan Kavanagh? 

Julian Barnes 

c) Better known as a writer of gruesome crime thrillers, which Norwegian author wrote the 
best-selling children’s book Dr Proctor’s Fart Powder? 

Jo (pronounced ‘Yoo’) Nesbø 

3. Artists’ Museums  
a) Which artist is buried beneath the stage of a theatre and museum dedicated to him in his 

home town of Figueres? 
Salvador Dali 

b) In which city is the Museo Frida Kahlo? Mexico City 

c) Now a National Trust property, The Red House in Bexleyheath was formerly the home of 
which designer and social activist? 

William Morris 

4. Music: Service Sector  
a) In 1986, which rock group were In the Army Now? Status Quo 

b) Who was the drummer and leader of Air Force, a jazz–rock fusion band that included several 
members of the disbanded Blind Faith? 

Ginger Baker 

c) In the Navy was the last top-ten hit for which disco group? Village People 



Team Round 4 (Continued) 
5. Seaways  

a) In naval terminology, what are known as the STROG? (QR: Please read and spell out) Straits of Gibraltar 

b) The Straits of Mackinac (MAK-in-awe) separate Lake Michigan from which other of the Great 
Lakes? 

Huron 

c) Which strait lies between Sardinia and Corsica? Strait of Bonifacio 

6. An Archaeologist  
a) Which Sumerian city with a two-letter name was excavated between 1922 and 1934 by Sir 

Charles Leonard Woolley? 
Ur 

b) On a visit that dig, which author met, and later married, Woolley’s assistant, Max Mallowan? Agatha Christie 

c) From 1912 to 1914, which famous figure assisted Woolley in his excavations at the Hittite 
city of Carchemish while both worked undercover for British Naval Intelligence? 

T. E. Lawrence (of Arabia) 

7. Scottish Science Hall of Fame  
a) Which Scottish physicist formulated a theory of electromagnetic radiation that unified the 

phenomena of electricity, magnetism, and light? 
James Clerk Maxwell 

b) Which Scottish chemist discovered carbon dioxide and developed the concept of latent 
heat? 

Joseph Black 

c) Sir Robert Watson-Watt was a pioneer in the development of which technology, originally 
used in military defence? 

Radar 

8. Science Fiction  
a) Michael Valentine Smith, a human born on Mars and raised by Martians, is the title 

character of which 1961 science-fiction classic? 
Stranger in a Strange Land 

b) In The Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy, which drink’s effect is likened to ‘having your brains 
smashed out by a slice of lemon wrapped around a large gold brick’? 

Pangalactic Gargle Blaster 

c) Which seminal science-fiction novel of 1965 centres on the struggle over the control of the 
planetary source of the mind-enhancing and life-extending drug melange? 

Dune 



(Second Half) Individual Round 5 
 
 

1. What buildings provide temporary overnight accommodation in the activity known as 
‘champing’? 

Churches 

2. What was Queen Victoria’s first forename? Alexandrina 

3. In his last film role before giving up the acting profession, who played mob boss Jack 
Browning in in the 1964 crime film The Killers? 

Ronald Reagan 

4. Which Derbyshire town was the birthplace of Barbara Castle? Chesterfield 

5. What name is shared by a former Formula 1 team boss and the actor who played the 
Reverend Timothy Farthing in Dad’s Army? 

Frank Williams 

6. Which viaduct carries the M6 motorway across the River Mersey and the Manchester Ship 
Canal? 

Thelwall Viaduct 

7. Which base ingredient of many Indian dishes has a two-word name that roughly means 
‘hot mixture of spices’ in Hindi?  

Garam masala 

8. Shared by the Pro 14 rugby team Newport Dragons and the League 2 football team 
Newport County, which stadium is sometimes known to locals as ‘Dave Parade’? 

Rodney Parade 

9. What is the everyday name for the medical condition hemicrania? Migraine 

10. Which well-known hymn was allegedly written by Augustus Toplady while sheltering from 
a storm in a fissure in Burrington Combe gorge, Somerset? 

Rock of Ages 

 



Team Round 6 
1. Music: Quotations  

a) Which trio’s debut concert did John Peel describe as ‘A complete waste of time, talent and 
electricity’? The group in question went on to become one of the biggest acts of the 1970s. 

Emerson, Lake and Palmer 

b) Which singer said, ‘If I see something sagging, bagging, or dragging, I’ll get it nipped, tucked, 
or sucked’? 

Dolly Parton 

c) Which prolific musician and composer is credited with saying, ‘Most rock journalism is 
people who can't write, interviewing people who can't talk, for people who can't read.’? 

Frank Zappa 

2. Theatre  
a) In which play by Shakespeare does a drunken porter provide a graphic description of the 

effects of alcohol on the male libido? 
Macbeth 

b) Atahuallpa, King of the Incas, and the conquistador Francisco Pizarro are protagonists in 
which 1964 play by Peter Shaffer? 

The Royal Hunt of the Sun 

c) Which play cycle by Eugene O’Neill is a modern retelling of The Oresteia by Aeschylus 
(Ees-cull-us)? 

Mourning Becomes Electra 

3. Nonfiction Books  
a) Who wrote the 1871 work The Descent of Man? Charles Darwin 

b) The idea of the ‘meme’ first appeared in which 1976 work by Richard Dawkins? The Selfish Gene 

c) Who wrote the 1995 memoir Dreams of My Father? Barak Obama 

4. Off the Main Line  
a) The only public rack-and-pinion railway in the UK has its upper terminal near the top of 

which mountain? 
Snowdon 

b) On which line is the southernmost point on the London Underground system? Northern (Morden station) 

c) In which seaside town in Wales can you ride on the only public cable-hauled tramway 
remaining in the UK? 

Llandudno (Great Orme 
Tramway) 



Team Round 6 (Continued) 
5. On the Air  

a) Serving the Fylde Coast, the independent station Radio Wave 96.5 has its transmitters 
located on which structure? 

Blackpool Tower 

b) What was the call sign of the station that began broadcasting from Marconi House, London, 
in 1922, and was later taken over by the BBC? 

2LO 

c) Having replaced the pirate station Radio Avalon, Worthy FM broadcasts for one week in 
most years from which location? 

Glastonbury (Festival) (accept 
Worthy Farm) 

6. Poets Laureate  
a) Who was the longest serving Poet Laureate of the 20th century? John Masefield (1930–1967) 

b) Which early Poet Laureate wrote the words to the carol While Shepherds Watched Their 
Flocks by Night and rewrote Shakespeare’s King Lear with a happy ending? 

Nahum Tate 

c) Idylls of the King, a cycle of 12 poems based on the Arthurian legends, is a work by which 
former Poet Laureate? 

Alfred, Lord Tennyson 

7. Nature Reserves: Around the Coast  
a) Sometimes known as ‘Paddy’s Milestone’, which island in the outer Firth of Clyde is now a 

bird sanctuary and home to large numbers of gannets and puffins? 
Ailsa Craig 

b) Linked to the mainland at Aldeburgh, which shingle spit off the Suffolk coast was once a top-
secret MoD site but is now a National Nature Reserve owned by the National Trust? 

Orford Ness 

c) With a name of Viking origin, which island off the Pembrokeshire coast is home to a unique 
species of vole and is the nesting place of half the world’s population of Manx shearwater? 

Skomer 

8. Confluences  
a) Regarded as the gastronomic capital of France, which city stands at the confluence of the 

Rhone and Saône rivers? 
Lyon 

b) Which English city stands near the confluence of the rivers Eden, Caldew, and Petteril? Carlisle 

c) Situated at the confluence of the Shenandoah and Potomac rivers, which town in West 
Virginia was the site of a raid led by abolitionist John Brown in 1859? 

Harpers Ferry 



Individual Round 7 
 
 

1. Which city is the Western terminus of the Indian Pacific passenger rail service? Perth 

2. Who entered the Ladies Wimbledon Lawn Tennis Championships three times during the 
1950s, winning on each occasion? 

Maureen Connolly (accept 
‘Little Mo’) 

3. What name is shared by former owners of grocery stores at 1 North Parade, Grantham and 
15 Coronation Street, Weatherfield? 

Alf(red) Roberts 

4. Broadcast on the 4th of April, 1975, Plough Your Own Furrow was the title of the first 
episode of which popular sitcom? 

The Good Life 

5. With what name has the team formerly known as Sauber been rebranded for the 2019 
Formula One season? 

Alfa Romeo Racing 

6. Which architect designed the private residence Fallingwater, built partly over a waterfall at 
Bear Run, Pennsylvania? 

Frank Lloyd Wright 

7. The Hindu Trinity—the Trimurti—consists of Shiva, Brahma, and which other deity?  Vishnu 

8. What is the name of Donald Trump’s so-called ‘Southern White House’ in Palm Beach, 
Florida? 

Mar-a-lago 

9. Showing its evil side, which town in Tameside, Greater Manchester, was at various times 
home to Dr Harold Shipman and to Ian Brady and Moira Hindley? 

Hyde 

10. Roald Dahl wrote the screenplays for two film adaptations of works by Ian Fleming. One 
was You Only Live Twice; what was the other? 

Chitty Chitty Bang Bang 

 



Team Round 8 
1. The Blues  

a) Released in February, Nobody Told Me is the 36th studio album by which 85-year-old 
musician, known as the ‘Godfather of British Blues’? 

John Mayall 

b) Hoochie Coochie Man and Got My Mojo Working were signature tunes of which blues 
musician, known as the ‘Father of modern Chicago blues’? 

Muddy Waters 

c) Which bluesman accompanied U2 on the 1989 Top Ten hit When Love Comes to Town? B.B. King 

2. Technology  
a) Which item of footwear shares a name with the electronic circuit also known as a bistable 

multivibrator or latch? 
Flip-flop 

b) Which hard, compact, lustrous variety of coal with a high carbon content was formerly 
mined on a large scale in the western region of the South Wales coalfield? 

Anthracite 

c) Which European company collaborated with Sony in developing the Compact Disc? Philips 

3. Speed Kills  
a) Which World Land Speed Record-breaker died in an accident on Windermere shortly after 

setting a World Water Speed Record in June 1930? 
Sir Henry Segrave 

b) On which lake was Donald Campbell killed while trying to set a World Water Speed Record in 
1967? 

Coniston Water 

c) J. G. Parry-Thomas died while attempting a World Land Speed Record when his car Babs 
crashed on which Welsh beach, the site of many such record attempts? 

Pendine Sands 

4. Unfinished Classical Works  
a) Which unfinished work by Mozart is appropriately the final entry in Köchel’s catalogue, K 

626? 
Requiem in D Minor 

b) Who murders the title character in Alban Berg’s unfinished opera Lulu? Jack the Ripper 

c) Unfinished at the time of his death, which opera by Puccini includes the aria Nessun Dorma? Turandot 



Team Round 8 (Continued) 
5. State Capitals Name the US state whose capital shares a name with … 

a) A major exhibition and conference centre in West Kensington. Washington (Olympia) 

b) The daughter of Commander Shore and the love interest of Troy Tempest in Stingray. Georgia (Atlanta) 

c) The home town of The Simpsons. Illinois (Springfield) 

6. Epitaphs  
a) Which Yorkshireman’s gravestone bears the simple inscription ‘1934–1997: Wrestler Actor 

Writer’? 
Brian Glover 

b) Alluding to a line in one of his most famous works, which filmmaker’s gravestone bears the 
inscription, ‘I’m a writer, but then nobody’s perfect’? 

Billy Wilder 

c) Before its removal from a Scarborough cemetery, whose gravestone bore the inscription ‘It 
was good while it lasted’? 

Jimmy Saville 

7. Mathematics of Board Games  
a)  As a solution in Cluedo, how many different combinations of murderer, weapon, and room 

are possible? 
324 (6 × 6 × 9) 

b) Playing the white pieces, how many different moves can a player make to start a game of 
chess? 

20 (16 pawn + 4 knight) 

c) At the start of a game of Monopoly, which square is a player most likely to land on after 
their first throw of the dice? 

Chance (7 is the most likely 
throw) 

8. Short-Term PMs Three questions on Prime Ministers with short terms of office 
a) Holding the office for just 210 days, who is the only Prime Minister to have been born 

outside the British Isles? 
Andrew Bonar Law 

b) Having been in office for 119 days, the shortest tenure of any PM, who died in office at the 
age of 57 on the 8th of August 1827? 

George Canning 

c) Who is the only post-Second World War Prime Minster to have held the post for less than 
one year? 

Alec Douglas-Home (364 days) 



Beer Round 
 

1. Aussie Soap-er-stars; Pants on Fire; and Test Match Grounds 
a) Which Hollywood superstar played Kim Hyde in Home and Away from 2004 to 2007? Chris Hemsworth 

b) Who said that he intended to ‘cut out the cancer of bent and twisted journalism in our 
country with the simple sword of truth and the trusty shield of British fair play’? 

Jonathan Aitken 

c) The Brabourne Stadium and the Wankhede Stadium are test-match cricket grounds in which 
city? 

Mumbai/Bombay 

2.   
a) Which Hollywood superstar played Kenny Larkins in Neighbours in 1987? Russell Crowe 

b) In his maiden speech to the House of Lords in 1992, who quoted the words of Robert Burns, 
‘An honest man is the noblest work of God’? 

Jeffrey Archer 

c) In which city is The Malahide Oval (a.k.a. The Village), which staged its first cricket test 
match in 2018? 

Dublin 

 
Spare Questions 
 

1. Which former James Bond actor grew up in Belper? Timothy Dalton 

2. In formal dining, the only fork that is laid on the right-hand side of a plate setting is 
intended for eating which delicacy? 

Oysters 

3. The name of which fruit is derived from the Aztec word for a testicle? Avocado 

 


